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Abstract

Transmissions in a wireless network are susceptible to unauthorized traffic analysis by eavesdroppers.

Although cryptography can protect the contents of communication, the transmission times of packets

alone can provide significant networking information. Thisarticle focuses on analytical approaches to

anonymous networking for the prevention of timing based traffic analysis. In particular, we propose an

analytical measure for anonymity, and develop provably anonymous countermeasures for wireless ad hoc

and sensor networks, where traffic is subjected to tight constraints on medium access and latency. A

key objective is to bridge a long standing gap between the information theoretic approach to secrecy

in communication and a more pragmatic approach of Chaum Mixing used for anonymity in Internet

applications. The efficacy of the proposed approach is demonstrated using an orthogonal transmitter

directed signaling network.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

As wireless networks increasingly dominate our means of communication, the need for security and

privacy has gained significant prominence. Owing to the unprotected communication medium, wireless

networks are vulnerable to unauthorized retrieval of networking information. For example, by merely

observing packet transmission times of different nodes, a passive eavesdropper can decipher source-

destination pairs and paths of traffic flow in a network. Retrieval of such information, known astraffic
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analysis, is a violation of user privacy. Further, it also provides crucial information for the jamming of

network traffic and launching of a denial-of-service attack.

In emerging wireless technologies such as ad hoc and sensor networks, traffic analysis can be partic-

ularly damaging. For example in sensor networks, even without knowledge of source destination pairs,

the direction of data flow alone can provide critical information such as event location, access points,

etc. Further, since nodes are deployed in the open with limited or no physical protection, the network is

susceptible to active means of traffic analysis such as node capturing or packet insertion.

The design of protective measures against traffic analysis depends on the nature of information available

to the adversary. Apart from the node transmission schedules obtained through eavesdropping, an adver-

sary may also have access to the public network protocols andsignaling strategies used by the network.

While the contents of communication can be secured using cryptography, hiding the act of communication

requires a fundamental redesign of networking protocols. The challenge in designing protocols that are

resilient to traffic analysis is to hide the routing information without violating networking constraints.

In this regard, the wireless medium presents its own advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand,

wireless transmissions make it difficult for an eavesdropperto ascertain the sender-receiver pair of an

encrypted transmission, especially when different streams are multiplexed at a single node. On the other

hand, the shared wireless medium is band-limited and susceptible to fading and interference, thereby

constraining the network designer.
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Fig. 1. Achievable Rate Region for Two Hop Relay: Outer Region: The transmission rates of the nodesS1, S2 are bounded

by C1, C2 respectively. The sum rate of relayed packets fromS1, S2 are bounded byC3 to maintain stability at the relay. Inner

Region: Unknown relay rate region when transmission schedules are independent
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As a motivating example, consider a multiaccess relay as shown in Figure 1, where nodeB forwards

packets received from nodesS1 andS2 (to D1 andD2 respectively) subject to a strict delay constraint for

every packet. Assuming all nodes transmit on orthogonal channels, if the transmission rate of each node is

bounded, then the rates of packets that can be relayed successfully fall into a pentagonal region as shown

in Figure 1. Rates in this region are achieved if the relay forwards every received packet after a small

processing delay. It is easy to see that such a strategy wouldresult in the transmission schedules of the

source nodes and the relay to be highly correlated; an eavesdropper would be able to use the correlation to

detect the relaying operation ofB. In addition to the medium access requirements, if the schedules of all

nodes are forced to be statistically independent, an eavesdropper would not detect any correlation across

schedules, thus effectively hiding the relay operation. When the schedules are statistically independent,

however, the strict delay constraint would result in dropped packets, and therefore, lower rates of relayed

packets.

The multiaccess relay of Figure 1 represents a basic componentin wireless networking, and hiding the

relay operation is a key step towards designing anonymous network protocols. The example highlights

that providinganonymity in networking would result in a reduced network performance. This raises

some interesting and important questions. Can we define a provable, and if possible, quantifiable notion

of anonymity in wireless networks? How do we design protocols that guarantee a specified level of

anonymity? What are the trade-offs between achievable network performance and the guaranteed level

of anonymity?

In this article, we present an analytical framework to addressing these questions. In particular, the

presented approach aims to combine the analytical strengthof information theoretic secrecy and the

proven applicability of anonymous protocols for the Internet, to develop rigorous analytical foundations

for anonymous wireless networking.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,the idea of Chaum Mixing and its applica-

bility in wireless networks are described. The analytical model for measuring anonymity is presented in

Section III. The idea of covert relaying to guarantee anonymity is described in Section IV. In Section V,

the duality of this problem with information theoretic rate-distortion, and the resulting trade-off between

network performance and anonymity are presented. Conclusions and relevant discussions are provided in

Section VI.
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II. A NONYMITY IN INTERNET PROTOCOLS: M IXING

Anonymous protocols for Internet applications such as email or browsing use the well known concept

of Mixing [1], pioneered by Chaum. A Mix is a special router ora proxy server, that collects packets

from multiple users, and transmits them after re-encryption and length padding. This ensures that by

comparing contents or packet lengths, it is impossible to match an incoming and outgoing packet at a

Mix. Further, packets received from multiple sources are transmitted in batches, so that an eavesdropper

is unable to identify the source of a packet using the arrivaland departure times. Since a single Mix

stands a chance of being compromised, a (possibly random) sequence of Mixes are interposed between

source and destination terminals to protect against activemeans of gaining information. The key idea is

to perform encryption for multiple Mix servers in layers such that, each Mix can only reveal the address

of the subsequent Mix in the path, and an eavesdropper can notdetermine the source-destination pairing

unless all the Mixes are compromised.

Since the original solution proposed by Chaum, there have been several improvements to the batching

strategies of Mixes to handle different types of traffic analysis attacks [2]. While the Mix based solutions

are useful for Internet applications such as anonymous remailers and web browsing, a study of flow

correlation attacks [3] showed that when long streams of packets with buffer or latency constraints are

forwarded through Mixes, it is possible to correlate incoming and outgoing streams almost perfectly.

Constraints on delay and buffer size are critical in networkapplications, such as media transmission, or

in sensor networks, where each sensor node cannot store packets indefinitely. The authors in [3] proposed

that allowing Mixes to transmit dummy messages may overcomethese weaknesses. However, dummy

transmissions have not been optimally designed to maximizeperformance in terms of throughput or

latency, which is crucial in bandwidth constrained wireless networks. Our intent is to use ideas such as

Mixing and dummy transmissions to develop strategies for a wireless network setting; the challenge lies

in maximizing network performance under the constraints onbandwidth, latency and anonymity.

III. A N INFORMATION THEORETICMEASURE OFANONYMITY

The first step towards an analytical model for this problem is todefine a quantifiable measure of

anonymity. In the context of Mix networks, anonymity has been measured using theanonymity setof

an observed packet, which contains all possible source-destination pairs for that packet. A similar notion

of sender anonymitywas provided by the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) standard until very

recently. The service allowed a mobile user to exchange data packets with a predefined host that can be

addressed by the supported interworking protocols. Since all user packets go through a GPRS Gateway
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Source Node (GGSN), the sender’s identity remains anonymous.The anonymity here is measured by the

size of the sender anonymity set (set of all possible senders). Although the anonymity set serves as a

good model in Internet applications, for networks such as wireless adhoc or sensor networks, it is equally

important to protect the routes of data flow as it is to hide the source destination information. Further,

it is imperative that streams of packets are considered, andanonymity provided, not only for individual

packets, but for the information flows.

Our analytical model for anonymity derives its motivation from the information theoretic approach

to secrecy. Parallel to cryptography, secrecy in communication has been studied extensively from an

information theoretic perspective using the idea of equivocation. Equivocation, proposed by Shannon [4],

measures the uncertainty of a transmitted message with respect to an eavesdropper’s observation. It has

been used to measure secrecy in point-to-point communication models such as wiretapped channel [5]

and broadcast channel [6]; the goal was to maximize the reliable rate of communication to an intended

receiver, while guaranteeing a level of secrecy (equivocation) with respect to the eavesdropper. For these

channels, the authors characterized the inverse relationship between communication rate and equivocation.

While previous applications of equivocation have been restricted to secrecy of transmitted messages,

we use it to quantify the anonymity of theroutesin a network. Consider a network, whereV represents

the set of nodes. During any network operation, let some subset of nodes inV communicate using a

fixed set of routes. This set of routesS, which we refer to as anetwork session, is an ordered subset of

2V , and represents the information that we wish to hide from theeavesdropper.

During any network session, each node transmits packets at arbitrary times, which can be represented

as a point process, sayYA for nodeA. In a wireless network, if packet headers are encrypted, detection of

a transmitted packet may not directly reveal the identity ofthe transmitting or receiving node. However, if

the eavesdroppers are positioned such that the received power level can be used to estimate the location of

the transmitter, or alternatively, if the underlying physical layer utilizes an orthogonal transmitter directed

signaling model, the eavesdropper would obtain the point processes individually for each transmitting

node. Since it is not possible to identify the locations of eavesdroppers, we assume every node is

monitored; the set of point processesY = {YA : A ∈ V} represents the eavesdroppers complete

observation.

In accordance with the definition of equivocation, the anonymity of a network session can be defined

using the conditional uncertainty of the session with respect to eavesdroppers’ observation. We model
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the network session as an iid random variableS ∼ p(S), and use the normalized equivocation,

αs =
H(S|Y)

H(S)
,

to measure anonymity. The normalization is required becausethe eavesdropper is assumed to have

knowledge of the prior distributionp(S). The maximum value ofαs = 1, in which case the schedules

haveperfect anonymity; the observedY provides the eavesdropper no additional information aboutthe

sessionS. Whenαs < 1, the physical interpretation of anonymity comes from Fano’s Inequality [7]; the

error probability of the eavesdropper in decoding the session correctly is lower bounded by equivocation.

The fundamental design problem is, given a sessionS, what is the optimal scheduling strategyY,

such that anonymityαs ≥ α is guaranteed. An optimal scheduling strategy is defined as the distribution

q(Y|S) that maximizes the performance metric in consideration, such as network throughput, latency or

energy efficiency.

Note that this analytical model assumes that eavesdroppersdo not use active means of gaining inference

such as compromising nodes. In the event of active compromising of nodes, the model can be modified to

account for the additionalside informationavailable to the adversary; side information would correspond

to the unknown set of compromised nodes.

IV. PROVIDING ANONYMITY

The Mix network approach to providing anonymity, as discussed in Section II, does not provide the

required solution under the constraints of wireless networks. An alternative is the idea of traffic cover,

where, irrespective of the active routes, the transmissionschedules of all nodes are fixed and periodic.

If a node does not have packets to transmit, it transmits dummy packets at those times. The fixed

scheduling, analyzed in [8], provides complete anonymity to the routes at all times. However, it does

not consider the constraints on traffic latency or stability.Furthermore, the fixed scheduling strategy

requires synchronization across all nodes and a constant network topology, which is not practical in

energy constrained wireless networks.

The approach we propose shares some traits with the ideas of Mixing and traffic cover, but considers

strict network constraints on medium access and delay, and is adaptive to the network session. Specifically,

depending on the routes in each session, we divide the set of relays into two categories (see Figure 2),

covertandvisible, which are described as follows.

Covert Relays:A relay B (as shown in Figure 2) iscovert, if its outgoing transmission schedule is

statistically independent of the transmission schedules of all nodes occurring previously in the paths
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Fig. 2. Visible and Covert Relaying

that containB. When a relay is covert, it would be impossible for an eavesdropper to correlate the

transmission schedule of any preceding node in a path and that of the relayB. In effect, the relaying

operation ofB is hidden. However, owing to constraints on delay and bandwidth, the independence in

transmission schedules would result in dropped packets or require dummy packet transmissions.

Visible Relays:A visible relay B generates its schedule depending on the arrival times of packets at

B. For every received packet, the relay forwards the packet after a processing delay. It is evident that

the schedules of streams transmitted by a preceding node in the path and the relay would be highly

correlated, and the eavesdropper can detect the relaying operation.

A covert relay that forwards packets from multiple sources plays the role of a Mix, by completely

decorrelating the incoming and outgoing schedules. In addition, due to the wireless medium and encrypted

headers, the independence in schedules would ensure that aneavesdropper is unable to decipher which

routes contain the covert relay, even using long streams of packets. However, due to dummy transmissions

and possible packet drops by the covert relay, the achievable relay rates would be lower than the visible

relay.

This approach entails two fundamental design issues: optimal scheduling and relaying strategies for a

covert relay, and optimal choice of covert relays. The choiceof covert relays is dependent on the routes

of a session and the required level of anonymity, which will be explained in Section V. In the remainder

of this section, we discuss covert relaying in more detail.

A. Covert Relaying

One approach to generate independent schedules at a covert relay would be to derive a queuing

discipline that forwards packets within the required delayconstraints, and yet results in a statistically

independent outgoing schedule. Such a strategy would, however, be vulnerable to active inference tech-
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niques such as packet insertion or flooding attacks [2]. We propose an alternative strategy, where a random

transmission schedule is generated apriori by the relay, and a subset of arrived packets are chosen to be

forwarded, so that the delay constraints are satisfied with minimum packet drops.

In [9], we had designed covert relays with strict delay constraints, where each received packet needs to

be relayed within∆ time units, or otherwise dropped. For an orthogonal transmitter directed signaling at

the physical layer with Poisson transmission schedules, we developed relaying strategies and characterized

the set of achievable rates for anm× 1 multiaccess relay. The rate region for a2× 1 relay (example in

Section I) is illustrated in Figure 3.a). It is evident that independent Poisson schedules result in a non-zero

packet drop rate for a strict delay constraint, as illustrated in the figure (Rmax
S1

< CS1
). However, the rate

region converges to that of a visible relay as∆ → ∞. This can be seen from Figure 3.b), which plots

the difference in the maximum relay rate forS1 whenB is covert and visible, as a function of∆.
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Fig. 3. a)2 × 1 Relay rate region. b) Difference between maximum relay rate forS1 for a covert and visible relay, when

CS1
= CS2

= 3, CB = 4.

A key element in the optimal relaying strategies is the Bounded Greedy Match (BGM) algorithm,

proposed in [10], in the context of chaff insertion for stepping stone attacks. For any pair of point

processes, the BGM algorithm guarantees that packets are relayed within strict delay constraints with

least possible packet drops. Combining this idea with prioritizing multiple source nodes, time-sharing

and forward error correction, the region in Figure 3 was characterized in [9].

Poisson point processes are a particular scheduling distribution and are generally suboptimal. An inter-

esting open problem is to characterize the optimal distribution of transmission schedules that maximizes

the achievable rates for a covert relay. The optimal distribution would vary depending on the medium
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access channel and the nature of delay constraints for the traffic. As mentioned earlier, for a transmitter

directed signaling system with an average delay constraint, Poisson schedules can be optimal. Similarly,

for a strict delay constraint, if the minimum allowed interpacket delay is much smaller compared to the

delay bound, it can be shown that for high transmission rates, a periodic schedule [8] is optimal.

Independent scheduling for covert relays is a specific technique for providing anonymity to routes in a

network. The broad idea of hiding the relaying operation of nodes is quite general, and also an attractive

solution owing to its distributed nature. Each node decorrelates its incoming and outgoing schedules

independent of the other nodes in the path. Further, the relaying strategies we proposed to maximize

relay rates do not require the relay node to have apriori knowledge of the source nodes schedules;

the decision to forward or drop a packet is made only after thepacket has arrived at a relay [9]. The

discussion in this article is centered around orthogonal channels for packet transmissions with strict delay

constraints. For a general physical layer model the multiple access relay can be viewed as a network

of queues, where each source node maintains an independent queue and incoming packets constitute

the arrival processes. Combining ideas from classical multiaccess communication and techniques such

as Mixing and independent scheduling, we believe that relaying strategies can be designed for a general

multiaccess relay model.

V. THROUGHPUT-ANONYMITY TRADEOFF

As is evident from the discussion and the presented results in Section IV, every covert relay incurs

a loss in performance, either in terms of rates of relayed packets or the induced delay in transmissions.

Therefore, it is not possible to make all relays covert, especially in a large network. The challenge is,

therefore, to optimize the choice of relays depending on therequired level of anonymity, such that network

performance is maximized. A key insight into this optimization comes from a duality with information

theoretic rate distortion.

The duality between anonymous networking and rate-distortion is not tied to the idea of covert relaying,

and can be explained using a general intuition. The objectiveof the rate-distortion problem is to generate

a fixed number of codewords for a set of source sequences, such that the corresponding reconstruction

sequences have minimum distortion with respect to the original sequences. The idea is to divide the set

of source sequences into partitions such that for each partition there exists a reconstruction sequence

which is minimally distorted from each sequence in that partition. The compression rate determines the

total number of allowed partitions. In the anonymous networking setup, the key idea is to divide the

set of all possible network sessions into partitions such that, for each partition, there exists a scheduling
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strategy that would make the sessions within that partitionindistinguishable to an eavesdropper. The level

of anonymity required determines the number of partitions and the optimal scheduling strategy plays the

role of the reconstruction sequence by minimizing the performance loss across sessions within a partition.

In [11], we had considered the special case of orthogonal transmitter directed signaling for strict delay

constrained traffic, and characterized the relationship between throughput and anonymity by proving this

duality. Specifically, in any sessionS, the set of covert relaysB ⊂ V was chosen randomly using a

conditional distributionq(B|S). Since the adversary is unable to correlate schedules at the covert relays,

he observes a set of broken paths, denoted byŜ (which is a function of(S, B)). The covert relays cause

a reduction in throughput denoted byd(S, Ŝ), which is evaluated by adding the packet loss at each covert

relay in the setB, which are in turn obtained using the analysis of covert relays (Section IV-A). For this

model, we optimized the conditional distributionq(B|S) and showed that the throughput and anonymity

are related directly through the distortion-rate function[7].

Theorem 1:(Throughput-Anonymity Tradeoff) IfR(0) is the throughput achievable with zero anonymity,

then throughputR(α) is achievable with anonymityα if

R(0) − R(α) ≥ D (H(S)(1 − α)) ,

whereD(R) is theDistortion-Ratefunction defined as

D(R) = min
q(Ŝ|S):I(S;Ŝ)≤R

E(d(S, Ŝ)). (1)

In Theorem 1, the level of anonymityα directly corresponds to the rate of compression, and the

performance loss functiond(S, Ŝ) plays the role of distortion. Therefore, obtaining the distortion-rate

function is equivalent to obtaining the optimal throughputanonymity relation. The consequences of this

duality, however, extend beyond the characterization of the optimal throughput. Rate distortion is a field

that has been studied for many decades, and the numerous models and techniques developed therein,

could serve to design strategies for anonymous networking.For example, applying the result of Theorem

1, the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm provides an efficient iterative technique to obtain the optimal conditional

distribution of covert relaysq(B|S) and the throughput functionR(α).

A. Example

Consider the example of a switching network, as shown in Figure 4.a). During any network session,

each sourceSi picks a distinct destinationDi, and for each pairSi, Di there is a fixed path through

the intermediate relays. There are24 possible sessions (source-destination pairings) which are assumed

equiprobable.
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Fig. 4. a)Switching Network: Sources{Si} transmit packets to destinations{Di} through relays{Mi} b) Throughput vs

Anonymity. c) Fraction of covert relays vs Anonymity.

For this setup, Figure 4 plots the throughput-anonymity region and the fraction of covert relays, when

all nodes have identical transmission rate constraints. Ascan be seen from Figure 4.b), the throughput is

a convex function of the anonymity level, which is a propertyof the rate-distortion function. Intuitively,

it can be attributed to the average nature of the metrics, namely equivocation and throughput. Note

that the maximum throughput is achievable with non-zero anonymity. This is a virtue of transmitter

directed signaling; encrypted headers would ensure that final destination nodes are not inferable to the

eavesdropper. Figure 4.c) shows the relation between average number of covert relays and the level of

anonymity. As can be seen, it is not necessary to make all relays covert to obtain maximum anonymity

(in this case, it is sufficient to make relaysM2, M4 covert forα = 1).

B. Discussion

The model for network sessions used in this article, assumes independent and static observations by

eavesdroppers. This may not apply to the scenario where an eavesdropper monitors the network for

long periods of time. In that case, one would need a stochastic model to account for session changes,

depending on when nodes start or stop communication. In thisregard, if we use a Markovian model for

sessions, we believe that, as an extension of the duality, techniques in causal source coding [12] would

apply to the schedule design.

In the results presented thus far, we had considered the special case of strict delay constrained traffic,

and optimized the network throughput. Imposing a delay constraint at each relay is restrictive in a multihop

network, and the ideal metric to constrain is the end-to-enddelay. This throws up some interesting
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questions: For a fixed end-to-end delay constraint, how does one allocate delays at each (covert) relay

in the route? If the throughput requirement was fixed, how doesthe optimal end-to-end delay vary with

anonymity? The analytical approach presented in this article strongly suggest that these questions can be

answered in a fundamental theoretical way.

From a practical standpoint, the translation of the theoretical results to implementable solutions also

requires a decentralized relay selection strategy. One approach to address decentralization is to investigate

message passing for distributed decision systems, where inevery session, the nodes exchange minimum

amount of information so that the decision to remain covert or visible can be made optimally. Alternatively,

each relay could make an independent decision to be covert depending on the local information available

without message exchanges. Since each relay would only possess partial information about the session,

this would result in lower network performance [13].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution in this article is the analytical approach to anonymous wireless networking. To

the best of our knowledge, ours is the first analytical model designed to measure the secrecy ofroutes

in an eavesdropped wireless network. The preliminary results obtained so far clearly demonstrate the

potential for analytical methods to addressing the scheduling design. Further, our results also present

clear connections to classical information theoretic problems such as wiretapped channel communication

and rate-distortion, which are well studied in literature and provide applicable techniques.

This article primarily deals with fixed set of routes between source destination pairs. In many situations,

using a fixed set of routes may not provide sufficient anonymity,especially when the adversary obtains

side information by compromising nodes. In that case, the anonymity can be improved by randomizing

the routes between source-destination pairs. The goal is to design a collection of routes for every session

such that, revealing an unknown subset of links does not provide sufficient information about the session.

This problem is analogous to coding for wiretap II channels [14], where channel codes are designed so

that, revealing an unknown subset of bits does not provide sufficient information about the transmitted

message.
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